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It's seven-year-old Lillian's first day at a new school, and she's got butterflies in her tummy, but

those butterflies turn into grasshoppers when she learns she has to bring something for Show and

Tell at the end of the week! Lillian and her mother have just moved away from Lillian's abusive

father and into a family shelter, leaving behind all of their possessions. Every day that Lillian

anxiously watches her classmates bring toys with which she has nothing to compare, the creatures

in her stomach change and grow, until finally, she realizes that imagination can make anything

magical, even an ordinary string of beads.
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When Lily thinks about what to bring in for Show and Tell at school, the butterflies in her stomach

turn to grasshoppers, bunny rabbits, donkeys and buffaloes.Her classmates are bringing in

expensive toys -- but Lily and her mother are currently staying in a homeless shelter, and she

doesn't know what to share.She doesn't forsee that her magic beads will be the most popular

Show-and-Tell item of all.Kudos to this talented author and illustrator team for crafting a book that is

approachable to young children, while capturing the experience of temporary homelessness in such

a powerful way.



Trying to fit in as the new kid in a different school can be a challenging experience for many

children, including Lillian. The butterflies she feels in her stomach on her first day steadily feel like

larger animals churning around as the week progresses. The main culprit behind this anxiety is the

upcoming Show and Tell: as the children bring in some rather impressive toys in preparation for the

big event, Lillian grows increasingly worried because she has nothing comparable to bring in. She

and her mom had to move suddenly to a family shelter because of her dad's bad temper, and they

left all their belongings behind. Lillian's mother is saving every penny to rent an apartment and

cannot afford to buy Lillian a new toy. Only when Lillian comes up with a creative solution to her

predicament and comes to terms with her current living situation at the shelter do the butterflies go

away.The Magic Beads is an excellent example of a children's book that broaches a difficult

topic--in this case, domestic violence--in a sensitive and age-appropriate manner. The expressive

illustrations work effectively to communicate the conflicting emotions that the protagonist feels.

Woven into the compelling story are some powerful economics lessons about scarcity, wants and

needs, and the economics of conflict. This book offers a hopeful message that Lillian and her

mother, who experienced extreme conflict at home and a change in living standards at the shelter,

are able to find help and support as they transition to a new chapter in their lives.

I love this book. It helps teach a very important lesson.
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